POWER OF PYRAMIDS
Class
Taught by Laurie Reyon &
Master Cat Puddah - Seth,
Rakie Rehkop,
and Joanne Edmondson
Sunday, October 22, 2017
ONLINE or in Oceanside,
CA

Master Cat Puddah - SETH and Laurie Reyon
are sacred partners and are the co-creators of the OmniDimensional Mystery School in Southern CA.
They have chosen to weave their Soul's energy together to bring
forth messages of the Light and Healing for humanity. Reyon is
the voice for Master Cat Puddah, who is a Soul Aspect of the
Original Soul SETH.

Rakie Rehkop
Writer, inventor, composer, visionary, minister, and author of
Metatron's Wheel artwork and companion book, Star of Creation
art, inventor of the Crystalline Generator, Celestial Navigator,
and Star Chamber, co-founder of Tahquitz online Mystery School
and Perma-Eden Council, npo.

Joanne Edmondson
Hi!
I'm Reverend Joanne Edmondson. I woke up in this lifetime and
began running down my path in 2002, taking every healing
modality class that my Guidance Team brought to me. With years
of hands on healing under my belt and combining all the tools of
those modalities, I finally realized they were all the same.

Pyramid Power
Are you open to Experience the Power of the Pyramid and hear the ancient wisdom behind their
structure?
Pyramids were built by ancient races in almost every country in the world.
Only recently, scientific study and metaphysics have revealed that pyramids are much more than
we have been taught in the last few generations. They hold significant power and the wisdom
we will share will change your perception and beliefs about the true Power of the Pyramid.

Pyramids to Experience
Come to the Omni Dimensional
Mystery School and sit in our
Rainbow Pyramid!

And sit in our copper pyramid designed by
Grandma Chandra to clear and expand
your energy.

Healer Cat SamuEL

Laurie Reyon & Master Cat Puddah

Pyramids Can:
Dr. Volodymyr Krashnoholovets, a physicist from the Ukraine, has studied pyramids extensively
and finds that they can do the following, and much, much more!
*Immune system of organisms improved (blood leukocyte composition increased).

*Improved regeneration of tissue.
*Seeds stored in the pyramid for 1-5 days showed a 30-100% increase in yield.
*Violent weather also appears to decrease in the vicinity of the pyramids.
*A study was done on 5000 prisoners who ingested salt and pepper that had been exposed to the
pyramid energy field. The test subjects exhibited a greatly reduced violence rate and overall
behavior was much improved.
What do you think? Is it possible that after all, Pyramids were not used as tombs in ancient times?
Is it possible that after all, these majestic ancient structures-scattered across the globe-have a
purpose that mainstream scholars have not yet identified? There is so much more going on with
these ancient structures that benefit us as we awaken and remember them. Let's explore this
together! Laurie Reyon

Rakie:
Pyramids have focused human will and intention since
time immemorial. Rakie will offer understandings as to
how and why, 12 of these structures are being
illuminated to an extent not available before.
These ideas apply to constructed and natural
pyramids, the mountain peaks. Humans in direct
partnership with the elements of nature, will coalesce
compassion and intention until a time the earth will
carry such an inclusive vibration that heaven on earth
is ushered in.

Joanne:
Gaia is ascending and if we choose, we are going with
her. It is time for us to accept responsibility for our
personal ascension, realize we are ALL ONE, enter our
heart space and radiate Love and Light. Ascension tools
for raising our vibration include pyramids and grids.
Come explore our past, present and future together in
Oneness.

Class Information:

The POWER OF PYRAMIDS Class
* Sunday, October 22, 2017, 1-4 pm, PDT.
* TO ATTEND ONLINE (don't worry, it's easy!):
This Webinar will be presented and recorded
in ZOOM. You can use your own home
computer to participate.
OR, you can access the video recording after
the class is over. All registered participants
will receive a video recording of the class.
* To attend In Person at the Omni Dimensional Mystery School in Oceanside,
CA, the exact address will be sent prior to the class upon Registration.
* Class fee is $33
* TO REGISTER, Please Visit
LaurieReyon.com, Calendar Page
OR:
Send a check to: Laurie Anderson, 3412 Las Vegas Drive,
Oceanside, CA 92054.

For More Information:
Visit: LaurieReyon.com
Email: LaurieReyon@yahoo.com
or Call: 619-271-9461

